First Observation Of Magnetic Moment Precession
Of The detailed precession theory has been developed by Lyuboshitsg and Kimlo. In a curved crystal the electrostatic field of the atomic planes deflecting the particle transforms into a magnetic field in the particle's rest frame. Thus the spin precession angle, 9. is9 cp = ir 0 (g-2)/2 for 3 >>l (1) where 'd is the Lorentz factor, g is the gyromagnetic ratio, and o is the deflection angle of the channeled particle. From a measurement of 9 and o of the channeled particle, we can determine g and hence the particle's magnetic moment Ji = [g . e/(2mc)lZ (2) where e, m, and Tare the charge, mass, and spin of the particle, respectively. We expect" that channeling could be preserved for equivalent magnetic fields up to ~1000 T thus offering the potential of significant precession angles even when the length of the bent crystal is as small as 1 cm.
Modern hyperon beams'* provide a tool for testing this concept13. Using a beam of polarized Z+ hyperons. we measured their spin precession in bent Si single crystals. With this result we determine the E+ magnetic moment.
The measurements14 were performed as part of Fermilab experiment E761
which was designed to measure the asymmetry parameter15 in the decay of polarized X+-p 3. The bending of the two crystals was such that each crystal precessed the channeled particle's spin in opposite directions (Fig. 1 b) .
Energy loss detectors were implanted along the beam path in each WStal.
These measured the energy loss of particles traversing the crystals and helped distinguish channeled particles, which have less energy loss, from non-channeled ones.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a vertically polarized X* beam14 was produced by directing the Fermilab Proton Center extracted 800 GeV/c proton beam onto a Cu target CT). The resulting X+ were produced alternately at a +3.7 or -3.7 mrad horizontal targeting angle relative to the incident proton beam direction. This allowed the polarization direction to be periodically reversed. The mean X+ beam momentum was determined by the hyperon channel geometry (Hl) and magnetic field to be 375 GeV/c with a full momentum spread of Ap/p=7%. We measured the polarization to be 1221%. In our case only a small fraction, 2.5x10m4, of the beam particles were channeled. This was mainly determined by the ratio of the active area of the crystals to the beam area at the crystals and the probability of the incident particles to be within the Lindhard critical angle16 (~1 Oprad). The channeling fraction was consistent with expectations*.
The total beam flux in the hyperon spectrometer averaged 100 kHz. The small fraction that channeled was enhanced using a scintillation counter trigger. This trigger, whose major components are shown in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2b) was also monitored.
The deflection of the channeled particles was measured to be 0=1.649*0.043 and -1.649+0.030 mrad for the up and down bending crystals respectively. For 375 GeV/c I+ this corresponds to an effective magnetic field of 8x-45 T in the crystals. The magnetic moment" of the Z+ should precess by (9~ 1 rad in such a field.
The Z+ was identified by measuring the vector momenta of the 1' in the hyperon spectrometer and the proton in the baryon spectrometer for the mode responsible for 52% of the decays", Z++prt'. Events were reconstructed assuming the Z+ were channeled and deflected by the full crystal deflection angle, w, measured for non-decaying particles (Fig. 2b) . Non-channeled Z+ are eliminated by these cuts. The crystals were at z-7.6 m (see Fig. 1 ). Interactions in the crystals were suppressed by selecting events with fitted vertices in the decay region 8.9<z,<16.9 m. Fig. 2c shows a mass squared distribution of the missing neutral particle (X") for the hypothesis E++pX' after the above R, 0, and zv requirements were imposed. The center and width of the TC' peak are in agreement with the expected resolution. Only events within 26
Of the X0 peak were retained. These selection criteria left 2167+47 events in the final sample. The background fraction under the no peak in Fig. 2c is 17%.
The Z+-rpTc' decay modes has a large asymmetry parameter, o(=-0.98, making it a sensitive analyzer of I+ polarization. In order to control systematic uncertainties15 in the calculation of polarizations it is necessary to compensate for the differences in acceptance caused by changes in the beam phase space when the targeting angles are reversed. This is done by dividing the data into bins in beam-angle space in the x direction, calculating the polarization components for each region, and averaging the polarizations for the final result.
In the rest frame of the channeled I+, the angular distribution of the decay protons for the spin up case in bin j is given by
where i=x, y, and z: d is the asymmetry parameter; Pi is the E+ polarization component; N+ dl is the total number of events; COSeij is the direction cosine of the proton momentum in the E+ rest frame; and Afj is the acceptance which is a function of the apparatus, beam, trigger, and analysis. A similar distribution was obtained for the spin down case.
We extract the polarization, Pi. by averaging the difference over the sum of the above equation for spin up and spin down data. The measured polarizations are listed in Table 1 . For the two crystals the average of the absolute values of the polarization vectors is P=l 1.6+3.6%. consistent with the value of 12kl% measured14 without the E+ precession by the crystals.
These polarizations are plotted in Fig. 3 . The predicted precessions of the 'Z* magnetic moments based on previous measurements6 are also shown.
The measured precession angles for the downbend and upbend crystals are +51+23" and -72?26" respectively. The average of the magnitude of the experimental value of 60217" is consistent with the predicted value of 62+2". As anticipated, the spins in the two crystals precess in opposite directions. The X+ spin precesses around the x axis: hence, P, should be zero. This is in agreement with our measurements ( 
